Red Fir Field Report
SOFAR Field Trip – Pacific and Placerville Ranger Districts, Eldorado NF
To: SOFAR Landscape Vision Committee
Field Trip Date: 9/4/2019
Report Objective: Summarize information from the SOFAR field trip to use as a basis for developing a red fir
management strategy for the SOFAR Headwaters Focus Area.
Overview:
Trip leader: Dana Walsh (ENF).
Participants: Ben Solvesky (SFL), David Zelinsky, Monte Kawahara (BLM), Sam Smith (UCSB), Teri Banka (FS-TNF),
Kevin Vella (NWTF), Leif Mortenson (FS-PSW), Martin MacKenzie (FS- RO/Forest Health Protection (FHP)), Teresa
Riesenhuber (FS-ENF), Michelle Havens (ENF), Bev Bulaon (FS-RO/FHP), Don Errington (ENF), Becky Estes (FSProvince), Karolin Kleinz (Forestry Exchange Student), Traci Allen (ENF), Nancy Nordensten (ENF), Scot Rogers
(ENF). Later additions: Marc Young (ENF), Allen Speering (ENF).
General Observations:
- Range-wide information is available on red fir (RF) ecology. This range-wide information includes vulnerability
assessments of RF to climate change.
- The majority of RF on the Eldorado NF are in areas not actively managed due to roadless or wilderness
constraints.
- Pre-and post-treatment monitoring of red fir treatments (including Stop #1 and other sites on the ENF, Stanislaus
and Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit) are being conducted by Province Ecology group. Also, per Becky,
LIDAR will soon be available for ENF.
Information Gaps/Monitoring Needs:
- Landscape-level information (e.g., climatic water deficit, snowpack) needed to help inform project specific goals
and objectives within the SOFAR Landscape.
- Limited science available on background levels of DMT in RF (a range-wide assessment shows DMT within
Natural Range of Variation (NRV), but there is no ENF-specific information;
- Could fungi and insect monitoring be added to Province Ecology Group Monitoring?
- Jim Thorne (UCD) studies available on range wide RF climate change vulnerability assessments. Forest-level
assessment would be useful to understand desired conditions and could help speed up projects on the ENF.
Stop 1: John Don’t Forest Health and Fuels Reduction Project Treatment Unit. (This is the only stop within a project
area with a signed decision. Planned treatments are overstory removal, thinning, and mistletoe sanitation (by thinning or
pruning heavily infected trees). Hardwoods, sugar pine (SP) and Jeffrey pine (JP) would primarily be retained. This stand
was once been dense forest but was salvage logged after the drought in the 70s and 80s.
Site description: Lower elevation stand (approx. 6,850 ft.) off of Rd. 11N27Y. East facing slope, Sierran mixed conifer
site. Overstory is dominated by RF, with some white fir and sugar pine present. Lodgepole pine (LP) is present in
understory, along with red and white fir, and sugar pine.
Stand condition: Stand continuing to degrade. Dwarf mistletoe (DMT) is present in both large and small trees, and heavy
in discrete patches. Specific Concerns: Heavy DMT infestation will affect RF regeneration and prevent these young trees
from maturing into large tree, closed canopy stand. Also, lodgepole encroachment is occurring at site.
Desired conditions: Promote a large tree, late seral closed canopy stand.
Treatment options: none??, logging, girdling, prescribed burning.
Notes: Discussion topics included 1) Role of snowpack depth in protecting seedlings from DMT infections; 2) how to
identify acceptable levels of DMT infection; 3) snag presence – the forest plan requires 6 of the largest snags/acre in RF;
4) red branches may be caused by other pathogens, such as wood borers, in addition to DMT.
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Stop 1: John Don’t Fuels Reduction and
Forest Health Project Treatment Unit.
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Stop 2: Packsaddle Pass Area (Project planning not started)
Site description: Higher elevation site (approx. 6,950 ft) off of Road 11N23. Northwest facing slope, Sierran mixed
conifer site. Stand is adjacent to small perennial drainage, with mid-size pine plantations nearby. Stand comprised of red
and white fir, and white fir is more common?. Stand has a heterogeneous structure (multiple size classes, patchy and
clumpy) and a fairly open canopy.
Stand condition: DMT present in large and small trees in discrete patches. Heavy DMT infection in overstory (OS) in
places. Area is within 16 year fire return interval. Specific Concerns: potential effects of climate changes – this may be an
area where red fir will not be able to persist. Risk from wildfire also a concern.
Desired condition: Maintain stand health. Also, will this stand ultimately need to be managed as a roadside fuel break?
Treatment options: none, logging, girdling, prescribed burning, planting other species to develop a white fir or Jeffery
pine “wall” to resist the spread of red fir DMT.
Notes: Discussions points included: 1) cumulative water deficit data & and predicted changes in the amount/form of
annual precipitation; and, 2) natural red fir regeneration vs. reforestation with a mix of other species (e.g. Douglas fir/JP).
Although reforestation with a different mix could inadvertently be setting the site up for management that will convert the
stand to another dominant tree species (because currently, red fir have a lower market value), if red fir won’t do well at
this site due to climate change, then planting other tree species might be the only way to allow some type of forest to
persist; 3) Explanation of various ‘good and bad’ fungi (e.g red band fungus and annosus root rot).

Stop 2: Packsaddle Pass Area and Dana
giving a stump speech.
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Stop 3: Happy Place #1 for Red Fir (Packsaddle Pass Area - project planning not started)
Site description: Lower elevation site (approx. 6,650 ft.), also off of Road 11N23. North facing slopes, heterogeneous
stand structure (multiple size/age classes, network of discrete patches in different size classes). Stand comprised of red
and white fir, with white fir predominant.
Current condition: DMT present in overstory and younger trees, but in discrete patches and not throughout overstory.
Desired state: Maintain stand health and structure.
Treatment options: none, prescribed burning, ….
Notes: Discussion of how quickly an overstory tree with DMT infection would fade/die. Hawksworth rating of class 5 or
6 has a high probability of dying within 5-6 years. There is also a George Ferrell 10 year risk rating available.
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Stop 4: Forgotten Flat Area (project planning not started)
Site description: Higher elevation site (approx. 6950 ft), north side of Silver Fork Rd. North facing slopes, heterogeneous
stand (multiple size classes, patchy and clumpy). Stand has both red fir and white fir with more white fir present.
Current condition: DMT present in large and small trees in discrete patches.
Desired state: Maintain stand health.
Treatment options: none, thinning, small sanitation patch cuts of 1-2 acres which would include removal of some snags to
reduce 1000 hour fuels, prescribed burning.
Notes: Discussion included 1) need to harvest and remove trees versus fell and leave them in place; 2) the need to do any
treatments at all; 3) the need to identify an acceptable level of mortality from prescribed burning (crown fire determined
unlikely at this site).
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Stop 5a: Evenly Spaced Red Fir Overstory (no treatments currently being planned)
Site description: High elevation site (approx. 7,400 ft) in a saddle along the Mormon Emigrant Trail (MET). This is a
roughly 75 acre stand of even-age red fir. The stand is in WUI and was previously thinned from below, so the stand
structure is homogenous: evenly spaced trees with a high, closed canopy and cleared understory. Understory plants, where
present, are herbaceous (i.e. lupine, etc.).
Current condition: Stand is in good condition, could leave it alone, good for carbon sequestration, wildfire resilience.
Lower value for wildlife habitat due to minimal structural diversity. DMT present, but not everywhere?
Desired state: Maintain stand health (resilient from insect and disease). Maintain fire resilient structure?
Treatment options: none, punching holes in canopy to vary stand structure and allow growth of young trees.
Notes: Discussion about if holes/patches are created in canopy, how big should they be? Someone also noted that the trees
in this stand may be young relative to the same size trees elsewhere (in site 5b?)
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Stop 5b: Happy Place #2 - Red Fir Desired Condition (across MET from Stop 5a, no treatments currently being
planned)
Site description: Site is on MET across the road from stop 5a, so also high elevation, west facing slope. Great example of
a CWHR 5D stand. Heterogenous stand structure (multiple size classes, patchy and clumpy) comprised of red and white
fir, red fir is predominant? Prescribed burning has been conducted within the last few years, but burn wasn’t hot enough
to kill as many of the young trees as hoped for, a hotter burn would have removed much of the young white fir.
Current condition: Stand in good condition however, the heterogeneous stand structure would be better located outside of
WUI and in “general forest.” Provides diversity for wildlife habitat. DMT present, but not enough to prevent successful
RF regeneration?
Desired state: Maintain stand health (resilient from insect and disease).
Treatment options: Conduct prescribed burning to thin out regen and maintain patchy structure.
Notes:
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